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Title

EXT. DUMBO STREET, BROOKLYN. DAY

A young man, twenty eight, walks a long street, the Manhattan Bridge 
can be seen behind him. He wears a scruffy and old overcoat. His hairs 
a mess, like a mop; he walks in edgy vibration. This is ROY HARRIS.

CUT TO:

INT. APARTMENT, HALL. DAY

Roy walks to his door, in a small and shabby hall.

Roy notices an EVICTION notice taped to his door. He stares at the 
notice, sighs, rips it off.

CUT TO:

INT. APARTMENT, LIVING ROOM. DAY

Roy sitting on his couch, with his boxers, a tank top and eating off a 
cereal bowl. He doesn’t look much intrigued watching TV.

CUT TO:

INT. COMEDY CLUB. NIGHT

The set is pitch black.

ROY HARRIS (V.O.)
You know how every Sunday night there’s 
something going on with like, TV? 

CUT TO:

The sound of a lever. Roy stands on a stage, the spot light is only, 
directly on him. He stands calmly, wobbling right to left, slow.

Everyone watches those big time, Emmy 
winning shows. Watch it with your 
girlfriend, boyfriend, friends, family, 
am I right?
I dunno, I watch TV, alone, uh, like 
usually, yeah. Everyone talks about 
thatHouse of Cards show, I don’t have a 
say on that.

There’s a hard cough from someone in the audience.



ROY HARRIS
My dad though, he use to watch Three’s 
Company, before he died. I would sit on 
the carpet and watch it too, but he was 
like totally into that show. I always 
thought it be kinda sweet to watch Speed 
Racer with like a brother or sister. I 
mean, it got boring just pretending I was 
Butch Cassidy and I was missing the 
Sundance Kid during playtime. The crazy 
stuff I could’ve done if I had a brother,                    
like a lot of crazy stuff... 

Silence. The sound of chair squeaking. It’s a dead crowd. Roy looks 
out, lost in thought.

CUT TO:

INT. GROCERY STORE. DAY *

Roy Harris, walking among the cold, white aisle of all tasty, soft *
treats. He looks on and about, and then stops, looking at the *
specifics... Pudding, RICE pudding. He continues looking at the *
pudding, nods his head, a decision that must be made, yet, he just *
peers at the pudding. He reaches in, picks up one box... Then he *
reaches again, and carries another, to just one more, and hell, *
another; and he looks around, his craving for some rice pudding is *
quite eccentric. He sees no one, and looks back at his unpurchased *
pudding, smiling, and turns away, walking. *

CUT TO: *

INT. GROCERY STORE, REGISTER. MOMENTS LATER *

The cashier is scanning all the pudding this man just placed. He looks *
around, tapping his hands on the edge of the cashier’s stand. *

Cashier says the price (whatever the hell it costs) and Roy reaches for *
his jacket pocket, wrestling inside, pulling out a pile of coins... *

He drops a few on the ground, gets down, and picks them up. *

He puts all of the coins on the cashier’s stand... With complete focus, *
his fingers out dimes, quarters, and even pennies. *

The cashier looks at him, and Roy continues counting. *

CUT TO: *

INT. APARTMENT, BEDROOM. DAY *

Roy sitting on a chair, looking at his lap top. He looks weary, and *
exhales a sigh, he then leans in, begins typing... As he types: *
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ROY HARRIS *
(to himself, softly) *

Find... your... long... lost... family... *
dot... com. *

(beat, awaiting) *
Huh... *

He clicks. *

The SCREEN pops up with a login screen. His head leans in, reading, *
types again. *

ROY HARRIS (CONT’D) *
Roy Harris... 28... Email... *

He clicks, continuing to follow on. There it is: a large family tree *
appearing on the screen. His eyes squint, studying the screen, *
attentive, his hand moves around the mouse. Clicks. *

ROY HARRIS (CONT’D) *
Okay, so... date of birth... *

He types, clicks. Screen changes. *

ROY HARRIS (CONT’D) *
Mother’s name... *

(types, pause) *
Maiden name... *

As he finishes typing, an instant, loud majestic “text message” beat *
plays. The screen flashes. Roy’s eyes go wide, he sits back, his eyes *
follow on the flashes, awaiting what’s to appear. *

COMPUTER *
(Siri Voice) *

You have, one, undiscovered, long lost *
half brother. *

Roy peers at the screen. He slowly leans forward, reading, mouthing, *
slightly ajar. He finishes, still reclined, allowing himself the small *
moment to adjust, then he reclines himself back. The information he’s *
just picked up, in such an easy instant, taking it in... He can’t help *
himself but to express, gradually, a smile, and a slight laughter. *

FADE TO

INT. RESTAURANT. DAY *

Roy enters the restaurant, in search. He sees one MAN, standing near a *
bar. *

FROM ROY *
On the man, as he plays with a toothpick in his mouth, well dressed, he *
turns to Roy, the man has a gradual smile.                                *

CUT TO: *
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MOMENTS LATER *

Roy Harris is sitting across from the well dressed man. His hair is *
gelled back like a guido wiseguy. This is ROLLO HOLFORD, a thirty one *
year old man. *

Rollo looks rather bored, just moments before he looked welcoming. Roy *
simply looks everywhere but at Rollo, stiff and reserved. *

ROLLO HOLFORD *
Ya gonna drink coffee or something? *

ROY HARRIS *
Nope. No, I don’t think so. *

They’re both quiet. *

ROLLO HOLFORD *
Well then why did you wanna meet here in *
the first place then if ya ain’t gonna *
eat or drink something? *

ROY HARRIS *
Oh, uh- you suggested we’d meet here. *

ROLLO HOLFORD *
Oh, well shit. *

A beat. *

ROY HARRIS *

So, Rallo. What kind of name is that? *

ROLLO HOLFORD *
(sighs) *

No, its Rollo, with an ‘O’. *

            ROY HARRIS *
Oh, I’m sorry, Rollo. *

(beat) *
It’s an interesting name. *

ROLLO HOLFORD (CONT’D) *
My ma, well our ma thought it be nice to *
name me after a nobleman from a Norwegian *
descendant. He was like the founder of *
the fucking Viking principality. *

ROY HARRIS *
Oh that’s right, the Duke of Normandy. *

ROLLO HOLFORD *
I don’t know what that fucking means, *
you’re like a god damn Encyclopedia or *
something? *
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ROY HARRIS *
No, no. But you’re like half Jewish. *

(laughs) *
Just seems somewhat peculiar of ma, *
doesn’t it? *

ROLLO HOLFORD *
No judgement, God bless her. *

ROY HARRIS *
I barely knew ma. *

ROLLO HOLFORD *
Yeah, I know, it’s a damn shame. *

(beat) *
I just can’t believe we’re meeting for *
the first time. This is like fucking *
crazy, this should be a reality show or *
something. *

(looks around, laughs) *
Where the hell the cameras at? *

(beat) *
In all seriousness, and I’m not saying *
this out of anger or anything like that, *
no judgement. But, I think, well, I think *
she was kind of a whore. *

An awkward silence, then: *

ROY HARRIS *
Who? You mean mom? *

    ROLLO HOLFORD *
Yeah but I’m not saying that out of hate, *
nothing like that, no judgement. *

(beat) *
Think about it for a second, she had me *
with my father *

ROY HARRIS *
Yeah... *

ROLLO HOLFORD *
Then she left after like a year or two. *
Then she had you with your father. *

ROY HARRIS *
She left when I was like ten, but it *
wasn’t like she left, left. *

(realizes) *
I’m sorry. *

ROLLO HOLFORD *
No problem, no judgement. *

ROY HARRIS *
She had a boyfriend though, so I didn’t *
see her much. *
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ROLLO HOLFORD *
That’s what I’m saying. She had a *
boyfriend, probably ended things with him *
and had another one, and probably had *
more kids too. *

ROY HARRIS *
But you’re implying that she’s a hooker? *

ROLLO HOLFORD *
Wait, whoa, whoa, whoa, nah, nah, it’s *
not like that. Nothing like that, I *
didn’t say that. What’s the matter with *
you, Roy? I’m just saying ya know, if *
you’re a woman and you’re fooling around *
a lot, brace yourself for a title. But I *
ain’t saying that she’s a hooker, *
no, no, Christ sake and I ain’t talking *
about her out of hate, even though I *
didn’t know her. Bless her, she gave me *
life. *

ROY HARRIS *
Giving life is nice. It’s weird she never *
mentioned you, huh? *

ROLLO HOLFORD *
No judgement. *

CUT TO:

EXT. WATER STREET/ADAMS STREET. DAY

Both Rollo and Roy are walking down a street, passing by great looking 
buildings, talking.                                                      

ROY HARRIS
(beat)

So you’re a business man?

ROLLO HOLFORD
Shit how did you come to that conclusion?

ROY HARRIS
The way you’re dressed. The way ya talk 
and move your arms, a very distinctive 
characteristic for a businessman.

ROLLO HOLFORD
Well I guess you can say I’m a 
businessman.

(beat)
What about you?

ROY HARRIS
I’m a comedian.
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ROLLO HOLFORD
(laughs)

You’re a comedian. 

Roy shrugs.

ROLLO HOLFORD (CONT’D)
Holy shit, seriously? You’ve gotta tell 
me a joke. Tell me a joke, I need a joke. 
Come on.

ROY HARRIS
(small smile, tries to avoid)                            
Really? Nah, nah, it’s fine.)

ROLLO HOLFORD
Come on Seinfeld, throw one at me,                           
come on.

ROY HARRIS
(sighs, beat)

Alright, alright. I’ll tell you one. 
Alright. So, I was looking through my - 

CUT TO COMEDY CLUB

ROY HARRIS (CONT’D)
Twitter and I see this couple tweeting at 
one another, they’re always sharing 
publicly how much they love each other 
like ‘Oh baby, I love you baby’, like ‘I 
love ya so much’. Howa bout you get more 
interesting and start tweeting sex like 
phone sex but tweet sex, lets see how 
much ya love one another, right? ‘Oh yeah 
babe I thought it was a good idea we 
tried anal’ then it would be, okay at 
least they’re fully honest.

Rollo stops walking, Roy stops just after a step, looks at Rollo. 

ROLLO HOLFORD
(beat)

          What?
 (confused)

         That was the joke?

  ROY HARRIS
Yeah, ya know, Twitter? It’s a social 
site. You don’t do Twitter?

ROLLO HOLFORD
(chuckles)

What? Nah, I don’t know that social shit 
is, I don’t do that stuff. I fuck girls.
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ROLLO HOLFORD (CONT’D)
I don’t know Roy, I didn’t think it was 
funny to be honest with ya.

   ROY HARRIS
Oh, oh yeah, I don’t have a Twitter I 
just know about it and all and I thought 
making a joke about something everyone in 
the world uses would be funny.

                        ROLLO HOLFORD
Work on it, I didn’t think it was funny, 
I’m just saying.

Rollo walks, as Roy’s eyes follow Rollo’s direction.

EXT. BROOKLYN BRIDGE PARK. DAY

Roy and Rollo are walking to the boardwalk of the park, peaceful and 
subtle for the two gentlemen. When comparing the two, you see a 
somewhat acceptable and authoritative figure next to a grimy and sleazy 
excuse of a figure. They both stop, observe the view of the river and 
the two bridges just across one another. 

                        ROLLO HOLFORD
So this is your favorite spot of Brooklyn 
huh?... I like it.

                        ROY HARRIS
I’d come here a lot to write some jokes. 
I dunno, I guess you can say  it’s 
relaxing. You see a lot of people here, 
no one’s ever really secluded. Families, 
friends, couples. And then while you’re
just hanging around you’ll listen to 
people talk and talk and then you catch 
some sort of honesty in the things they 
say which is what makes ordinary and 
stale days somewhat considerate.

                    ROLLO HOLFORD
Not everyday is gonna be something, so I 
guess I understand where ya coming from.

  ROY HARRIS
I know I’m not that great of a comedian, 
but it gives me something to, express, I 
assume.

ROLLO HOLFORD
 Oh I know you ain’t that funny.

Roy lowers his head, Rollo looks at him, nudges his arm to his.
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                  ROLLO HOLFORD (CONT’D)
I’m just busting your balls, half 
brothers gotta start fresh sometime. 
Exchange some humor kid.

Beat, he leans on the bars of the boardwalk, looks at the field and 
Brooklyn Bridge.

ROLLO HOLFORD
This is alright, ya know. Think about it, 
this ain’t one of em stale days. This is 
good, I like it.

ROY HARRIS
  (chuckles and smiles)

Can’t believe I’m actually hanging out 
with my discovered half brother.

ROLLO HOLFORD
Crazy that you found me. I mean, who the 
fuck can tell were related?

(laughs)
I’m related to Carrot Top.

Rollo nudges Roy’s arm once again, chuckling, Roy turns to look at the 
field and bridge too. This doesn’t really amuse Roy, but he smiles at 
Rollo, at ease.

 ROY HARRIS
  Funny, funny.

They both look at the scenery, in wonderment.

CUT TO:

INT. ROY’S APARTMENT, DINING ROOM. AFTERNOON *

Rollo sitting on a chair, next to the dinner table, his suit jacket *
hangs on his chair, the curtains cover the edges of the room and *
somewhat of Rollo. He holds a sheet of paper, more paper scattered on *
the table; viewing it... Suddenly, Roy walks into frame, pulling the *
chair next to Rollo’s, as he’s making his attempt to sit: *

ROY HARRIS *
Sorry about that; had to make sure my *
bathroom ceiling wasn’t leaking again. *

Rollo’s eyebrows grow curious, a tone of consternation goes: *

ROLLO HOLFORD *
Your bathroom ceiling?... *
Well, is it leaking? *

ROY HARRIS *
Oh, uh, a few drips. *
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ROLLO HOLFORD *
Well, Roy; shouldn’t you get that checked *
out by a Plummer? Could be something *
serious, yanno, for Christ sakes. *

ROY HARRIS *
(easy) *

Oh, it’s alright, really. Happens here *
and there, I’ve got a bucket, it’s fine. *

Rollo’s hand caressing his chin. *

ROLLO HOLFORD *
You should get that fixed. *

(shakes his head) *
I can make some calls, get that fixed, I *
know a few good people, good at that... *

His voice trails off, and he becomes immersed, glowering on, and to the *
paper. *

ROLLO HOLFORD (CONT’D) *
(back to Roy) *

Are these your jokes? *

ROY HARRIS *
Oh, yeah, I’ve been working on them... *

(awkward pause, then) *
Ah gee, Rollo, where my manners huh -- *

(crouches in, prepared to rise *
once again) *

You hungry? Want something to eat? *

ROLLO HOLFORD *
Yeah sure, thanks Roy. *

Roy walks towards the fridge of his small kitchen. *

ON ROLLO, his eyes beam ahead of him, his hand holding the left side of *
his face, as his arm rests on the edge of the table. Roy, seeking *
through his fridge... *

Rollo continues his attention to the paper of jokes, he doesn’t shed a *
laugh. Roy closes his fridge, holding two puddings, he walks to his *
cabinet next to the fridge and pulls out two spoons. He makes his *
return and sits back down, facing Rollo. *

ROY HARRIS *
(placing the pudding and spoon *
gently on Rollo’s front) *

Hope you like rice pudding, it’s good. *

Rollo studies the rice pudding, as if it were some lab experiment. *

ROLLO HOLFORD *
(picks up rice pudding) *

Uh, thanks Roy. *
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Roy opens his rice pudding, and begins feasting on it so. Rollo, too, *
digs in to eat it as well. From the first bite, he acknowledges an *
expression of slight satisfaction. *

The scene goes quiet for a moment as Roy continues eating his pudding, *
in such a peculiar manner, one bite and prolonged chew. *

Rollo breaks the awkward silence. *

ROLLO HOLFORD (CONT’D) *
You’ve lived here long enough? *

Roy, who’s had his eyes on that damn pudding, looks up at Rollo. *

ROY HARRIS *
Almost eight years. *

ROLLO HOLFORD *
Huh, nice. *

ROY HARRIS *
I use to live here with mom. *

Rollo gestures a nod. Takes a bite from the pudding. *

ROY HARRIS (CONT’D) *
We’re you originally from Brooklyn? *

ROLLO HOLFORD *
No, Astoria, Queens; my pa moved me *
Downtown when I was sixteen. *

(beat) *
Can I ask you something? *

ROY HARRIS *
Sure. *

ROLLO HOLFORD *
What made you, want to meet me? Now? *

Roy takes another bite of his rice pudding, gulps. *

ROY HARRIS *
Oh uh -- *

(blinking repeatedly) *
Curious... I was curious, to know, if I *
wasn’t the only one left in whatever *
family I had... See, if there’s any, *
blood -- *

(chuckles) *
Relations, that would be out and about, *
around... Just being curious, I tend to *
be curious, I’m curious. *

ROLLO HOLFORD *
I gotta tell you... I was a little out of *
it, before meeting you. You never really *
know, who you’re dealing with. *
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ROLLO HOLFORD (CONT’D)
I’ve always had this issue, with trust, *
just ‘cause it’s something I take a pride *
on; people, uh, the people I’ve dealt *
with, all kind of just come around for a *
certain thing but it’s never for uh, *
yanno, the, talky talk, getting to -- *
what this is, I guess. *

(bites pudding) *
Don’t mind me saying this, you’re an *
interesting guy... You’re, you’re *
different Roy. *

(looks at the pudding) *
This is pretty good. *

As he continues eating, Roy can’t help but smile, he takes a bite from *
his pudding, then: *

ROY HARRIS *
So, you’re a business man huh? I’ve made *
that conjecture earlier that seemed to be *
precise. *

ROLLO HOLFORD *
Well, yeah, why? *

(beat) *
Is that like a problem or something? *

ROY HARRIS *
No, no, no, no. I think it’s great, you *
make a lot of money and -- *

(beat) *
I’m thinking this; bare with me. I’m kind *
of not doing so great with money and *
you’re a man of capital considering *
appearance of flashy and true treasure -- *

ROLLO HOLFORD *
Whoa, wait what? *

ROY HARRIS *
I’m saying you’re in good hands of money, *
you’re a prosperous guy. Your appearance *
and all, it’s really something. *

ROLLO HOLFORD *
Roy... Are you asking me about money? *

(silent) *
I don’t believe this... We’re sitting *
here, in your, shit smell apartment, *
eating, what -- *

(picks up pudding, at Roy’s *
face) *

What the fuck is this? You serious? *
Pudding? Fucking pudding? *

ROY HARRIS *
You said it was goo- *
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ROLLO HOLFORD *
And you’re asking me about my profession *
as a money maker? You kidding? *

ROY HARRIS *
I was just making a compliment, really *
Rollo, I was getting to a point -- *

ROLLO HOLFORD *
A point? *

(shakes his head, chuckles) *
I get it, makes sense, okay. *

Rollo gets up, walks to the door. *

ROLLO HOLFORD (CONT’D) *
Nice set up. *

ROY HARRIS *
Wait what?!? *

ROLLO HOLFORD *
It’s a nice little show you put you *
fucking degenerate. *

ROY HARRIS *
No, no wait, you’ve got it all wrong! *

ROLLO HOLFORD *
(points at him) *

You know, you’ve got a real way of words *
Roy fucking Harris! *

Rollo, opens the door, marches, gone he is... Roy, for a moment glares *
at the door, what has he just done... He doesn’t take the next moment *
to think, he follows out. *

EXT. WARREN STREET. MOMENTS LATER

Roy is following Rollo, as Rollo walks, enraged.

 ROY HARRIS
Hey wait, I thought this was going good! 
We’re brothers!

Rollo grabs Roy and pushes him to a wall, he holds him.

ROY HARRIS (CONT’D)
Sorry, half brothers.

ROLLO HOLFORD
You wanna know something? I’ve dealt with 
sons of bitches tryna take money I’ve 
earned, that’s why I’m careful with good 
business.
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ROLLO HOLFORD (CONT’D)
You put some family scenario in the 
middle of all this, you’re not gonna fool 
me. That’s why you wanted to meet me so 
anxiously you son of a bitch, I should 
kill ya!

Rollo smacks Roy. Then shakes him, Roy is helpless.

ROLLO HOLFORD (CONT’D)
What’s the matter with ya?! Ya think 
you’re gonna fuck with me? Ya think 
you’re gonna fuck with me? Answer me! 
Answer me ya son of a bitch!

Roy grabs Rollo, in efforts to stop him.

ROY HARRIS
Stop! Stop it! Alright, alright!

Rollo lets him go.

ROY HARRIS (CONT’D)
I’m sorry! I didn’t mean to-

(beat)
I’m broke! This apartment, I’m gonna get 
kicked out soon. I’m alone and I can’t 
make good money. My life, SUCKS. But 
that’s not why I wanted to meet you, 
please-

Roy is panting, he then lowers himself to the ground, glaring at his 
shoes, he wont look up at Rollo, who stands over him.                     

ROY HARRIS (CONT’D)                               
I shouldn’t of brought up that money 
stuff, that was stupid. I say stupid 
things. I’m stupid.
I don’t know. I don’t know how to talk, 
like, like you. I don’t know why I can’t.

(beat)
I just, I didn’t want to screw this up, I 
thought this was actually going good. You 
got a way of being, reminds me of mom, 
not me, I can’t say anything without 
being so damn nervous or sounding 
senseless.

Rollo studies Roy, putting his hands on his hips, unsure of what to say 
or do now. He cools down, just watching him, sighs.                                   

 ROLLO HOLFORD
I don’t fucking believe this...                               

(beat)                                                
You’re stupid you know that?

Roy shakes his head.
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ROLLO HOLFORD (CONT’D)
I should smack ya some more ya know that?

(beat)
Stand up, come on.                                           

Rollo grabs Roy and gently pulls him up. He straightens Roy up.

ROLLO HOLFORD (CONT’D)                            
Stand up straight come on.                                    

As Rollo stares at Roy:                                                                          

ROLLO HOLFORD (CONT’D)                           
(looks away and back at Roy)

Listen, you needa be careful how you 
talk, alright?                                               

(pats Roy’s arm)                                        
You alright?                                                                        

ROY HARRIS                                       
Yeah, I’m, I’m alright.                                                              

ROLLO HOLFORD                                     
Um, listen, there’s this nice street, not 
too far from here, actually pretty close.                   
My pa use to take me there a lot, it’s 
nice.                                                         

(beat)                                                 
I think you should come along, alright?

Roy looks up at Rollo, like a lost hound.                                

EXT. DEGRAW STREET. AFTERNOON                                            

Roy and Rollo are walking down a sidewalk, this part of the Cobble Hill 
is very subtle, beautiful and somewhat, suburban like. 

ROLLO HOLFORD                               
(CONT’D)

   (pointing)                                                      
That’s where I got my first 
blowjob.

They both look where Rollo points; a small area next to a chapel.

ROY HARRIS
Really?

ROLLO HOLFORD
Yeah but it was freezing outside. It was 
like she was sucking a popsicle.

ROY HARRIS
Your dick was a popsicle.

Both men laugh. They continue to walk and their conversation fades.
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‘GLOOMY SUNDAY’ of BILLIE HOLIDAY plays on sound track --

CUT TO:

Roy and Rollo, walking along the reserved stoned streets, under the 
Manhattan bridge... In thought, a water under the bridge kinda thing... 

FOLLOWING ON the continuous time of the two men; both stand together, 
of the DUMBO BEACH, a trashed and washed up, mini scenery. 

They chatter, looking at the site of the ocean, and the city just ahead 
of them, and the mess just beneath them. Both give each other a gradual 
smile, while the other looks on. FREEZE on them, all there is, two men, 
and the entire view of what seems to be, a true and hell of a beauty 
view.

And both Roy Harris and Rollo Holford, shall see another day, not as 
strangers, but as what they’ve become in this peculiar day, brothers.

Half brothers.

CIRCLE IN ON THEM, 
THE END.
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